Prediction and prevention of the first psychotic episode: new directions and opportunities
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Abstract: In the last few decades, substantial research has focused on the possibility of early detection and prevention of the first psychotic episode in young individuals at risk of developing this mental disturbance; however, unresolved clinical and ethical issues still call for further investigations. New perspectives and opportunities may come from the identification of selective psychopathological and instrumental markers linking the appearance of subtle psychotic symptoms with the clinical outcome of specific mental pathologies. Furthermore, empirically derived algorithms and risk staging models should facilitate the identification of targeted prevention therapies, possibly improving the efficacy of well-tolerated therapeutic approaches, such as psychological interventions and natural compound supplementations. To date, the collected evidence on the efficacy and tolerability of pharmacological prevention therapies raises more doubts than hopes. A very early detection of risk and appropriate symptomatic pattern classifications may provide a chance to better match prevention strategies with the development of psychosis.
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Introduction
Subtle motor, emotional, cognitive, and behavioral alterations are often observed in young individuals who later develop schizophrenia, leading several authors to hypothesize that early detection and prevention strategies may provide an opportunity to reduce the incidence of an unfavorable outcome of the disease, and possibly to prevent the development of the first psychotic episode (FEP).1–3 This hypothesis was supported by clinical analyses indicating that the duration of untreated psychosis is often associated with an incomplete symptom remission, greater risk of relapse, and poor quality of life.4 Several studies have also suggested that therapeutic interventions may ameliorate the outcome of the disease when promptly administered to first-episode schizophrenic patients.4,5 Furthermore, it has been reported that schizophrenic individuals often show anatomical and physiological modifications in different brain structures, such as frontal and temporal cortical lobes, hippocampus, thalamus, and basal ganglia.5 These brain alterations have been associated with schizophrenia symptoms and functioning decline, providing further support for the concept that the appearance of FEP should be counteracted from a very early stage.5

The development of prevention strategies in the field of psychosis, however, raises several clinical and ethical problems. The temporal course of psychotic symptoms often implies that preventive interventions should be applied to young individuals. During late puberty and young adulthood, youths are generally experiencing the turmoil of...
adolescence in which hormonal, emotional, and social factors have a large bearing on destabilizing their behavior. Moreover, brain structures regulating mood, personality, and functioning are known to complete their maturation during adolescence and early adulthood, on the basis of a preordained process in which brain morphological and physiological modifications seem to be particularly susceptible to internal and external stimuli. In this framework, the possibility of applying a prevention program is strongly connected with the ability to precisely identify only those individuals who later develop FEP. Likewise, the development of prevention therapies with an adequate balance between efficacy and tolerability, which should fulfill the criteria of a minimal disturbance of the normal maturation processes occurring in adolescence and early adulthood, is critical.

Recently, several studies have evaluated the potential applicability of early detection and prevention strategies in the field of psychosis. New psychometric instruments have been developed to better predict the appearance of FEP. Furthermore, some attempts have been carried out in order to modify the course of premorbid subthreshold symptoms before the development of a full-blown psychosis. Although the results of these studies are promising and some specific features of the prodromal phase of psychosis have already been identified, the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V) proposed “attenuated psychosis syndrome” (formerly known as “psychosis risk syndrome”) within a category of mental conditions needing further investigation.

With this purpose in mind, the present analysis intends to review the research on this topic, taking into account the complex relationships linking the assessment of the risk of developing psychosis with the identification of efficacious prevention strategies.

Prediction strategies

Several research groups have focused on the possibility of defining a prodromal set of symptoms and signs that may predict the development of FEP. Particularly, two main approaches have independently provided the rationale for the development of reliable predictive psychometric scales, namely the basic symptom (BS) and the ultra-high risk (UHR) approaches. The BS approach was developed to specifically predict the development of schizophrenia, while the UHR criteria aimed to evaluate the risk of developing FEP, regardless of the psychiatric diagnosis associated with the appearance of psychotic symptoms. In the last few years, these two approaches have been partially conjoined in the attempt to improve the sensitivity (ability to identify positive subjects) and specificity (ability to avoid negative cases) of predictive psychometric scales, with consequent modifications of their selectivity in predicting the development of a specific psychotic disorder. Most of all, both BS and UHR criteria have indubitably contributed to the development of recent predictive strategies, such as empirically based algorithms and risk staging models.

The BS approach

The BS concept (BSc) has been delineated since the 1950s by Gross and Huber, who identified some characteristic subclinical disturbances affecting schizophrenic individuals in every stage of the illness, including the prodromal phase to FEP, residual states, and possibly frank psychosis. The peculiarity of the BSc consists in the patients’ awareness of their mental disturbance, which is often accompanied by self-concern and associated with coping behaviors. It has also been underlined that BS possibly represent the earliest self-perceived experience of psychosis and the most immediate symptomatic expression of the neurobiological deficits of schizophrenia, thus explaining the use of the term “basic”.

BS were categorized by taking into account their qualitative characteristics and incidence during the evolution of the disease. Some early “uncharacteristic” BS are often self-experienced by patients several years prior to FEP, and may affect drive, volition, and attention/memory processes (level 1 BS). Subsequently, other subtle subjectively perceived symptoms may occur that are more “characteristic” of schizophrenia, and involve perception, thinking, speech, and psychomotor activities (level 2 BS).

In several cases, the emergence of level 1 and level 2 BS is followed by a conversion to FEP; thus substantial research has been devoted to evaluate whether BSc may provide the presupposition for the development of early detection instruments in schizophrenia. BS were operationalized in 178 items within the Bonn scale for the Assessment of Basic Symptoms (BSABS), starting from the Heidelberg checklist. Subsequently, the Cologne Early Recognition (CER) study identified some characteristic subtle cognitive/perceptive impairments with the highest specificity and predictive power for the assessment of the risk of developing psychosis. These analyses attributed to a shorter version of the BSABS, the Schizophrenia Proneness Instrument (SPI), which allows the detection and assessment of BS in children and youths (SPI-CY) and in adults (SPI-A).

Clinical studies have demonstrated that the BS approach is able to differentiate between individuals affected by
schizophrenia from those suffering from bipolar disorders or depression, as well as from mentally healthy individuals.\textsuperscript{14–16} To ascertain the suitability of the BSc in predicting the development of psychosis, CER analyzed the transition rates of 160 help-seeking individuals during a long-term follow-up period (9.6 years).\textsuperscript{17} Using an initial criterion for the identification of positive cases (presence of at least one of 66 BS), about 20\% of the positive subjects developed psychosis after 12 months from the first assessment; a further 17\% precipitated into FEP after 2 years; and 13\% became psychotics after the third year. At the end of the study, about 70\% of the positive cases matched schizophrenia diagnosis within an average of 5.6 years from the initial assessment. Positive subjects who did not develop schizophrenia showed no psychiatric disorders at all or maintained the same signs and symptoms observed in the first examination.\textsuperscript{17}

Further analyses evaluated the predictive efficiency of two other BSc-derived criteria for defining at-risk mental states, namely the cognitive–perceptive (COPER) BS risk criterion and the cognitive disturbance (COGDIS) high-risk criterion.\textsuperscript{17–19} COGDIS showed higher specificity and lower sensitivity than COPER (Table 1), suggesting that COGDIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Predictive approach</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Follow up</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>NPV</th>
<th>Diagnosis (positive cases)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Klosterkötter et al\textsuperscript{17}</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>1/66 BS positive</td>
<td>9.6±7.6 years</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>Schizophrenia (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klosterkötter et al\textsuperscript{18}</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>1/10 COPER</td>
<td>9.6±7.6 years</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schulze-Lutter et al\textsuperscript{19}</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>2/9 COGDIS</td>
<td>20.6±16.1 months</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>Schizophrenia (62.5%), schizoaffective disorder (12.5%), delusional disorder (12.5%), schizophreniform disorder (12.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schulze-Lutter et al\textsuperscript{19}</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>2/9 COGDIS</td>
<td>20.6±16.1 months</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>Schizophrenia (65.0%), schizoaffective disorder (5.0%), psychosis NOS or BPD (15.0%), bipolar disorders (5.0%), major depression with psychotic features (10.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yung et al\textsuperscript{21}</td>
<td>UHR</td>
<td>Presence of 4 or more predictors</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>Schizophrenia (55.6%), schizoaffective disorder (5.6%), psychosis NOS or BPD (11.1%), bipolar disorders (13.9%) and major depression with psychotic features (11.1%), substance-induced psychotic state (2.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yung et al\textsuperscript{22}</td>
<td>UHR</td>
<td>At least 1 of the following predictors: – trait and state risk factors + APS positive – symptoms duration &gt;5 years – GAF &lt;40 – SANS attention &gt;2</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yung et al\textsuperscript{23}</td>
<td>UHR</td>
<td>CAARMS positive</td>
<td>24 months</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson et al\textsuperscript{24}</td>
<td>UHR</td>
<td>CAARMS positive</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller et al\textsuperscript{25}</td>
<td>UHR</td>
<td>SIPS positive</td>
<td>24 months</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Schizophrenia (25.4%), schizophreniform (20.3%), delusional disorder (3.43%), schizoaffective disorder (10.2%), psychosis NOS or BPD (30.5%), bipolar disorders with psychotic features (10.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Reliability of different predictive criteria

Abbreviations: APS, attenuated psychotic symptoms; BS, basic symptoms; CAARMS, Comprehensive Assessment of At-Risk Mental States; COGDIS, cognitive disturbance high-risk criterion; COPER, cognitive–perceptive risk criterion; GAF, Global Assessment of Functioning; NA, not available; SANS, Scale of Assessment for Negative Symptoms; SIPS, Structured Interview for Prodromal Syndromes; UHR, ultra-high risk.
may be more selective in identifying only individuals at risk of psychosis, at the cost of missing more future converters in the examined sample.

Besides the elevated specificity of COGDIS and COPER, the selection criterion of one to 66 BS first proposed by CER showed very high negative predictive and sensitivity values (above 95%) during a long-term follow-up (Table 1), indicating that this approach may be the most efficient in excluding the presence of a psychosis prodromal syndrome. However, comparative analyses are necessary to ascertain the selectivity of the different BS criteria in identifying individuals who later develop schizophrenia rather than other psychotic disorders, as well as to evaluate the validity of BS in different countries and cultures.

**The UHR approach**

The UHR approach was specifically developed to identify individuals with the highest probability to develop FEP in a short-term period. The UHR criteria generally take into account three different prodromal features: 1) attenuated positive symptoms; 2) brief intermittent frank psychosis; and 3) genetic risk or recent functional decline. Starting from this approach, Yung et al developed a suitable operationalized instrument, the Comprehensive Assessment of At-Risk Mental States (CAARMS), that incorporates different psychopathological dimensions for a proper risk assessment. Miller et al validated the Structured Interview for Prodromal Syndromes (SIPS), which includes an analysis of family history, Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF), schizotypal personality, and the Scale of Prodromal Symptoms (SOPS), providing an evaluation of the severity of the prodromal state. Furthermore, Miller et al operationalized the Criteria of Prodromal Syndromes (COPS), which differs from the CAARMS UHR criteria mostly on the basis of the duration of symptoms.

As expected, clinical studies adopting UHR criteria found significant conversion rates among positive subjects (15%–50%), even within the first 1-year period. The specificity of UHR criteria in predicting psychosis appears to be generally high (Table 1) and in agreement with the purpose to identify only individuals with elevated and immediate risk of developing such mental symptoms. Some clinical studies have shown moderate sensitivity values and a low selectivity in identifying only individuals who later develop schizophrenia rather than other psychotic disorders (Table 1), possibly depending on the adopted UHR predictive criteria. Furthermore, follow-up duration and recruitment procedures may have played a role in determining the transition rates observed in these clinical analyses.

**Clinical characteristics of individuals at risk of developing psychosis**

Recently, several clinical studies have investigated the neuro- and psychopathological features of individuals selected using UHR criteria. Brain imaging studies found that functional and anatomical abnormalities may occur in different cortical areas (left anterior cingulate and middle temporal gyrus) of UHR individuals even before the outbreak of psychosis. Increased dopamine synthesis and glutamate levels were observed in the basal ganglia of individuals at risk of developing psychosis. Furthermore, subjects with attenuated psychotic symptoms often show modified cortisol levels and increased pituitary and reduced hippocampal volumes, suggesting that a functional alteration of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis, and, in general, an enhanced sensitivity to stress, may be relevant factors in determining the vulnerability to psychosis.

From a psychopathological point of view, clinical analyses have indicated that the temporal pattern of subthreshold psychotic symptoms may vary greatly among UHR individuals. A long-term follow-up (15 years) indicated that the highest risk of developing psychosis fell within 2 years from the initial assessment; after this point, a progressive reduction of transition rates lasting about 8 years was observed. Among non-converters, 15%–55% of subjects remitted from initial UHR status, while other patients remained stable or experienced a reduction of attenuated psychotic symptoms over time.

Generally, UHR subjects also suffer a wide array of comorbid psychiatric symptoms. Depression, cognitive impairments, anxiety, and cannabis abuse are frequently observed in UHR individuals, thus several studies are trying to correlate the incidence of these comorbid signs with the risk of developing psychosis. Some psychopathological features of UHR subjects (eg, obsessive–compulsive behavior, cognitive deficits) have already been identified as promising markers of specific trajectories in the evolution of prodromal symptoms. On the other hand, comorbidity often constitutes a confounding variable when assessing the risk of developing psychosis in the clinical practice.

Recently, it has been debated whether UHR and BS criteria may identify populations of individuals at risk of psychosis sharing similar clinical features, since the two strategies were developed starting from different theoretic approaches. From this point of view, it is remarkable that the inclusion of
BS criteria into UHR-based assessment algorithms identified a more homogeneous sample of clinically and cognitively impaired individuals. Moreover, recent studies showed that the UHR approach was less selective than BS criteria in discriminating individuals at risk of developing schizophrenia from those who are going to be affected by other psychotic disorders (Table 1), suggesting that the populations of patients selected by the two predictive approaches may partially differ.

It was also investigated whether BS may occur earlier in the prodromal phase than the subthreshold psychotic symptoms identified by the UHR criteria. A recent retrospective analysis found that such a sequence of prodromal signs can be detected in individuals with a high school-leaving certificate, but not among schizophrenic patients with a low educational background. Thus, it appears feasible that sociocultural and socioeconomic factors may have a role in modulating the evolution of the disease, and that UHR and BS criteria may possess different abilities to identify peculiar psychopathological patterns.

New risk-assessment approaches: multivariate marker analyses and risk staging models

The BS and UHR approaches have provided suitable tools for proper assessment of the risk of developing FEP, but some problems that may have a profound impact in clinical practice still remain unresolved. An analysis of the data depicted in Table 1 indicates the presence of an inverse correlation between the sensitivity and specificity of the different predictive criteria. A similar trend was also shown in a recent systematic review.

From the therapeutic point of view, the relationship between specificity and sensitivity entails relevant clinical and ethical issues, since practitioners have to evaluate whether to enroll only some individuals with the highest risk of developing psychosis into their prevention programs or switch to less precise selection criteria that, in turn, allow the identification of the majority of future converters.

In this regard, the use of multivariate analyses of empirically derived markers may constitute a valuable strategy by which to modify the balance between sensitivity and specificity of predictive criteria. Accordingly, the North American Prodrome Longitudinal Study (NAPLS) consortium has recently found that empirically derived markers were able to modify the sensitivity/specificity ratio of UHR predictive criteria when combined into multivariate algorithms. Furthermore, one of the first Personal Assessment and Crisis Evaluation (PACE) clinic studies evaluating different combinations of a variety of potential predictors found that a screening procedure based on the presence of four or more predictors provides adequate specificity (91%), sensitivity (86%), and negative predictive values (94%) at 6-month follow-up. Most importantly, the use of multivariate analyses may allow the inclusion of both psychometric and biological markers within the same algorithm, with possible benefits in terms of sensitivity and specificity of predictive criteria.

Starting from ethical and practical issues, the reliability of one-threshold criteria in discriminating between individuals who are at risk and not at risk of developing psychosis has also been discussed. Clinical studies have shown that the progression of the disease is often characterized by fluctuations of prodromal symptom intensity, until a full-blown psychosis can be clearly diagnosed or excluded. From this point of view, one-threshold criteria appear to provide only a static or short-term picture of the symptomatic pattern of UHR individuals, which may be insufficient for a proper risk assessment. Nevertheless, such an in–out approach may exacerbate problems relating to the sensitivity/specificity of predictive criteria, and it may possibly contribute to the negative effect of labeling on stigmatization.

To overcome these problems, it was hypothesized that repeated assessments of the help-seeking individuals’ clinical conditions from the very early phases of risk could be a useful strategy by which to enrich the sample of future converters and increase the chance of avoiding false positives. Furthermore, the necessity to identify different stages of the progression of disease, from the early signs of risk to the appearance of the severe and persistent phase of the illness, so that intervention and prevention strategies may be properly applied according to the clinical status of the patient, has been emphasized.

In line with this approach, the German Research Network on Schizophrenia (GRNS) has developed a risk staging model to be considered for adequate classification and monitoring of individuals at risk of developing psychosis. This model takes into account that FEP is often preceded by a sequence of syndrome stages, in which low specific signs of an “early at-risk psychosis state” are followed by the emergence of BS and attenuated psychotic symptoms that are characteristic of the “late at-risk psychosis state” until the transition to psychosis. Starting from these considerations, CER has proposed new criteria to discriminate among different risk mental states, also suggesting possible differentiated prevention therapies for early at-risk psychosis state and late at-risk psychosis state, such as psychological therapy and pharmacological interventions, respectively.

Table 1
Furthermore, the European Prediction of Psychosis Study (EPOS) has proposed a two-step procedure in which help-seeking individuals are first screened using both UHR and COGDIS criteria and then classified using a prognostic index based on six empirically derived variables highly predictive of transition to psychosis. The final model allows for stratification of the sample into four classifications of risk, thus moving from a one-threshold approach to a more continuous risk estimation.

A new, promising line of research is also investigating the possibility of discriminating between UHR individuals that develop schizophrenia from those who are going to be affected by other psychiatric disorders. Brain imaging analyses highlighted that a decreased volume of parietal, middle temporal, and inferior frontal cortex could be recorded frequently in UHR individuals who develop schizophrenia, while smaller subcallosal cingulate volume was preferentially observed in those who are later affected by affective psychoses. Furthermore, reductions of amygdala and insula volumes were evident in UHR individuals who developed bipolar disorders. A recent study indicated that olfactory identification impairment could be a selective marker of transition to schizophrenia, possibly because the incipient onset of psychosis precociously affects frontal lobe development in schizophrenia, but not in other psychotic disorders.

Recently, a preliminary naturalistic study indicated that progression to schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder was associated with the absence of anxiety disorders and poor executive functioning, while conversion to bipolar disorders with or without psychotic features relied on the presence of anxiety disorders. Finally, very recent findings are providing evidence that clinical and behavioral data can be combined for a proper identification of help-seeking young individuals who may develop bipolar disorder, a mental pathology that is often diagnosed in subjects previously considered to be at UHR of developing psychosis (Table 1).

**Prevention strategies**

In recent years, the availability of reliable predictive psychometric scales has strongly stimulated the research on the prevention of FEP. Previous studies have indicated that atypical antipsychotic and antidepressant drugs may ameliorate the clinical outcome of schizophrenic patients, thus these pharmacological interventions have been tested in individuals at risk of developing psychosis. Furthermore, the efficacy of psychological and nutraceutical interventions has been assessed. Taking into account that these approaches may provide benefits in terms of symptom control and cognitive functioning. These prevention strategies are still under investigation, but it is already clear that two issues are particularly relevant for their applicability in the clinical practice. The first issue deals with the efficacy/tolerability profiles of the different intervention strategies, which should be addressed in a framework of prognosis, rather than of diagnosis. Moreover, it appears particularly relevant to evaluate whether these intervention strategies may simply delay the occurrence of FEP or if they are really able to prevent the development of psychotic disorders.

**Pharmacological approaches**

Recent clinical studies have investigated the efficacy of different drug therapies in preventing the development of psychosis. In a PACE randomized trial, UHR individuals treated with a combination of up to 2 mg risperidone plus cognitively oriented psychotherapy (SPI group) were compared with those receiving need-based intervention (NBI group). At the end of the 6-month treatment, the percentage of participants who progressed to FEP was significantly lower in the SPI group (9.7%) than in the NBI group (35.7%). However, this difference was no longer evident 6 months after treatment cessation, nor could significant differences between the two groups be observed after 3–4 years of drug withdrawal.

Considering that the study design did not include some experimental control groups, the relative contribution of the atypical antipsychotic medication could not be distinguished from that of the cognitively oriented therapy. This limitation was addressed in a recent double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial in which the effects of cognitively oriented therapy plus risperidone, cognitively oriented therapy plus placebo, and supportive therapy plus placebo were compared in UHR individuals. The study indicated that no statistically significant differences could be detected among the three experimental groups in terms of transition rates, negative symptoms, and overall functioning.

In North America, the Prevention through Risk Identification Management and Education (PRIME) study compared the transition rates of a 12-month treatment with olanzapine (5–15 mg daily) or placebo. At the end of the treatment phase, 16% of the UHR individuals treated with olanzapine and 38% of the placebo group converted to psychosis, but the difference between transition rates did not reach statistical significance. Moreover, increased conversion rates and subthreshold symptom exacerbation were observed in the olanzapine group after 1 year of drug withdrawal, suggesting that this antipsychotic therapy may delay, but not prevent, the appearance of FEP.
In respect to the possibility that atypical antipsychotic drugs may ameliorate the symptoms affecting help-seeking individuals at the prodromal phase, the available data suggested that improvements in functional deficits and positive and negative symptoms may possibly be induced by atypical antipsychotics such as risperidone, olanzapine, amisulpride, and aripiprazole; however, further studies are needed to better ascertain the balance between efficacy and tolerability of these therapeutic strategies, also considering that two recent meta-analyses highlighted that the evidence on the possible benefits induced by antipsychotic prevention therapies is still inconclusive. Furthermore, an elevated incidence of weight gain and hyperprolactinemia was observed in UHR individuals treated with olanzapine and amisulpride, respectively. These side effects are known to induce distress and low drug compliance among adolescents, also possibly interfering with youths’ sexual and physical development.

Conflicting results were also provided by clinical trials exploring the efficacy of antidepressant drugs in preventing psychosis. A first naturalistic study indicated that no conversion to psychosis could be detected in 20 prodromal patients receiving antidepressant therapies, while 43% of patients treated with antipsychotic drugs developed a full-blown psychosis over the next 2 years. A second retrospective naturalistic study found that 8% of UHR individuals treated with antidepressant drugs became psychotic in the following 2 years, while 29% of patients who received antipsychotic drugs subsequently developed psychosis. Finally, a third large naturalistic and multicenter analysis highlighted that antidepressant therapy was not associated with a significant reduction of symptom severity, whereas antipsychotic administration produced a decline in positive and disorganized symptoms of individuals in the prodromal phase.

Recently, a proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy analysis has also investigated the effects induced by low-dose lithium when administered to UHR subjects, highlighting that lithium may better protect the hippocampal microstructure in UHR-treated individuals when compared with supportive standard treatment.

To date, no studies have provided clear evidence indicating that the proposed pharmacological therapies may prevent the development of the brain alterations or cognitive decline observed in schizophrenic individuals. Similarly, it is still unclear whether these drugs may affect normal brain development processes when administered to UHR individuals. Furthermore, whether pharmacological treatments may drive the natural course of the disease towards other mental pathologies should be investigated, since an unexpectedly high incidence of depression with psychotic features was observed in UHR individuals receiving antipsychotic therapy.

**Psychological interventions**

It is well established that adjunct psychological interventions may improve global and social functioning of individuals affected by schizophrenia, with possible long-term benefits in terms of patient quality of life, family burden, and drug treatment adherence. Some clinical analyses have also indicated that psychological interventions may reduce the severity of psychotic symptoms and relapse in schizophrenic individuals, thus the efficacy and tolerability of this therapeutic approach was explored in individuals at risk of developing psychosis.

With this in mind, a recent randomized trial evaluated the effect induced by 6 months’ cognitive therapy (CT) or treatment as usual (TAU) in help-seeking UHR individuals. The results indicated that CT significantly ameliorated the intensity of attenuated psychotic symptoms and prevented transition to psychosis over 12 months. Furthermore, the intervention group found that CT significantly reduced the likelihood of being prescribed an antipsychotic medication and of making progression to psychosis (as defined on the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale [PANSS] after controlling for baseline cognitive factors), after 3 years of treatment cessation. The low withdrawal rates led researchers to conclude that CT was well-tolerated by UHR individuals.

A recent randomized controlled trial compared the effects induced by cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and supportive counseling in 67 prodromal individuals. The results indicated that both psychological interventions were associated with significant improvements in global and social functioning and were well tolerated. Comparable results were also found in other clinical analyses comparing the conversion rates of UHR individuals receiving CBT or supportive counseling.

A further randomized controlled clinical trial tested the effects of a new CBT specifically designed for UHR patients who also received TAU. Compared with only TAU, the new CBT induced favorable effects on both transition rates and subthreshold psychotic symptom intensity, supporting the hypothesis that therapies targeted for the specific clinical features of UHR individuals may improve the efficacy of psychological interventions. Most importantly, a 12-month randomized multicenter trial, enrolling only help-seeking outpatients in the early initial prodromal state, found that an
integrated psychological intervention (individual CBT plus group skills training plus cognitive remediation plus psychoeducational multifamily groups) was superior to supportive counseling in preventing progression to psychosis. Such effect was sustained at 12- and 24-month follow-up, suggesting that psychological interventions may be particularly effective in preventing psychosis when the disease is counteracted from a very early phase and different aspects of patient daily life are taken into consideration.

**Natural compounds**

It has often been hypothesized that nutrient deficiencies or imbalances may be partially responsible for the development of neuropsychiatric disorders. Recently, several studies have focused on the effects induced by long-chain omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) in individuals at risk of developing psychosis. A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial found that a 12-week omega-3 PUFA treatment significantly reduced the transition to psychosis in UHR individuals when compared to placebo, at 12-week follow up. Furthermore, significant improvements of PANSS and GAF scores and no evident side effects were recorded in the omega-3 PUFA treatment group. A 12-month follow-up of this study confirmed the low transition rates of UHR individuals treated with omega-3 PUFAs, highlighting that this experimental group also experienced a reduction of attenuated positive, negative, and general psychopathological symptoms.

A further post hoc analysis investigated the efficacy of omega-3 PUFAs over time. The results indicated that omega-3 PUFA supplementation induced a significant reduction of PANSS total and general psychopathology subscale scores in UHR individuals after the first 4 weeks of treatment, while lower mean PANSS positive scores could be detected after 8 weeks. Finally, significant improvements in negative symptoms and GAF scores were recorded after 12 weeks of omega-3 PUFA treatment.

The possibility that omega-3 PUFAs may improve GAF scores without relevant side effects was also proposed by a recent sub-analysis involving UHR adolescents with borderline personality disorder. Interestingly, this study found that erythrocyte omega-3 levels at baseline correlated positively with psychosocial functioning, and negatively with psychopathology scores, in the examined subjects. Furthermore, it was found that omega-3 PUFA deficiencies normalized intracellular phospholipase A2 activity and δ-6-desaturase-mediated metabolism of omega-3 and omega-6 PUFAs, suggesting a possible role of these natural compounds in the neuroprogression of psychosis.

It should be noted, however, that omega-3 PUFA supplementations did not induce any change in the electroencephalographic deficits that were associated with negative symptoms of UHR individuals who transitioned to psychosis. Moreover, recent meta-analyses claimed that further high-quality replications of the available results are needed to confirm the effectiveness of omega-3 PUFAs in preventing the development of psychosis.

Other natural compounds are currently under investigation to evaluate their ability to prevent psychosis. Recently, two short-term pilot studies investigated the effects induced by administration of glycine in UHR individuals, taking into account that N-methyl-D-aspartic acid glycine-site agonists may possibly modulate prodromal symptoms of psychosis. The results of these analyses led the authors to hypothesize that glycine treatments could be associated with symptom reduction and a possible improvement in cognitive function.

At preclinical level, it has been suggested that several compounds may counteract brain maldevelopmental or degenerative processes possibly occurring in schizophrenia. Among these natural compounds, cerebrolysin and erythropoietin prevented the occurrence of the behavioral and brain morphological alterations observed in animal models of schizophrenia.

**Discussion**

In reviewing this literature, it is evident that a tremendous effort has been made to increase the chances of correctly predicting the development of FEP. Both the BS and UHR approaches have provided interesting theoretic bases for a proper characterization of the clinical features of prodromal-phase psychosis. Significant advances have also been made in improving the effectiveness of predictive scales and criteria designed to assess the risk of FEP. Most of all, the recent development of empirically based algorithms and risk staging models offers new perspectives by which to overcome some limits of previous one-threshold risk-assessment procedures, providing flexible tools for monitoring the clinical status of patients from an early at-risk psychosis state.

On the other hand, research on new therapeutic tools targeted for psychosis prevention has not made such a rapid advance. Antipsychotics, lithium, and antidepressant drugs were identified many years ago as useful agents for the symptomatic treatment of severe mental diseases; however, the efficacy/tolerability profiles of these drugs should be carefully considered when administered to young individuals at risk of developing psychosis. To date, clinical trials do not provide conclusive evidence indicating that these drugs may
reduce FEP incidence. Moreover, it remains unclear whether these pharmacological tools may affect psychological and physical maturation processes occurring during adolescence and early adulthood. Further studies are also needed to better characterize the effects induced by natural compounds and psychological interventions in individuals at risk of developing psychosis. Although these therapeutic approaches appear to be promising and well tolerated, further high-quality and exhaustive clinical analyses should be carried out in order to confirm their long-lasting efficacy in preventing FEP.

The uncertain etiology of psychotic disorders has surely complicated the development of new instruments able to predict or prevent such mental disturbance, possibly explaining some ethical and clinical doubts on the present status of the research. However, a continuous, meticulous, and sometimes accidental matching between patient symptoms and response to therapeutic interventions has brought unexpected progress in psychiatry research. Thus, it is expected that this approach may increase the chances of developing adequate prevention programs for individuals at risk of developing psychosis when different opportunities and directions of research are explored.

Prediction

The relative paucity of prevention strategies specifically designed for individuals at risk of developing psychosis stimulates some reflection on the concept of attenuated psychosis syndrome. In the last few decades, research on UHR individuals has progressively conceptualized this syndrome in terms of risk of developing a specific typology of psychiatric disturbance (psychotic symptoms), notwithstanding that the appearance of subtle psychotic signs often represents the prodromal phase of mental pathologies characterized by different symptoms and outcomes. UHR individuals often receive different diagnoses after FEP, varying from schizophrenia to depression and bipolar and personality disorders. These mental diseases are successfully treated using different therapeutic approaches. Thus, it cannot be excluded that the efficacy of the proposed prevention strategies may depend on the mental pathology that is going to affect the patient, possibly explaining some conflicting results provided by clinical trials.

The achievability of predicting the appearance of specific mental pathologies is far from being unrealistic. Gross and Huber developed the BSc with the purpose of classifying peculiar psychopathological basic signs of schizophrenia. Consistently, clinical studies adopting BS criteria found that most of the converters developed this mental pathology. The UHR approach also possesses the potential to discriminate among individuals at risk of developing different psychotic pathologies, and an independent risk syndrome for psychosis related to 22q11.2 deletion syndrome or schizotypal personality disorder was recently identified using SIPS. Most importantly, promising results have been achieved in the attempt to identify selective neuro- and psychopathological predictors of different mental diseases. Thus, it is feasible that the available selection criteria may be combined or modified to facilitate a differential diagnosis in individuals at risk of developing psychosis, with possible benefits in terms of matching prognosis/diagnosis and therapy in the next few years.

A further chance to improve the efficacy of predictive criteria may come from the analysis of prodromal symptomatic patterns. It is well known that the outcome of schizophrenia varies greatly among individuals affected by this mental disease. Some patients show a rapid and dramatic decline of cognitive function within the first years after FEP, whereas symptom intensity of other schizophrenic individuals is rather stable. Furthermore, Andreasen et al have recently proposed new criteria for evaluating remission states in schizophrenic individuals who show an evident symptom recovery.

Similar symptomatic patterns were also observed in UHR individuals, providing an opportunity to better evaluate the cost/benefits of prevention therapies. To this regard, the predictive efficacy of empirically derived algorithms may take advantage of the recently identified psychopathological and instrumental markers linking the prodromal features of psychosis with the outcome of the disease. Furthermore, the recently proposed risk staging models may provide an opportunity for monitoring patient mental conditions and differentiating therapies, depending on the appearance and patterns of prodromal signs. One of the main advantages of risk staging models is, indeed, the detection of the very early risk signs of mental disturbance. This new approach basically reverses the strategy of UHR criteria that aimed to identify individuals at imminent risk of developing psychosis, but aligns psychiatric prevention programs with those of other branches of medicine in which a very early risk detection is highly recommended to reduce the impact of risk factors, properly evaluate the evolution of the disease, and facilitate the adoption of intervention strategies with improved efficacy/tolerability profiles. In our opinion, empirically derived algorithms and risk staging models (or their combination) are therefore the most promising strategies to improve the predictive power and reliability of psychometric scales.

Prevention

To date, the literature seems to delineate some possible clinical targets and future developments of the available
The rationale of omega-3 PUF A therapy suggests that this approach may be particularly indicated for UHR individuals showing omega-3 deficits or an evident psychopathological decline. Recently, poor functional outcome was associated with specific neurocognitive decrements in youth individuals, regardless of transition to psychosis. Furthermore, a progressive worsening of different subclinical symptoms was also observed in non-converters. If the positive results of recent clinical trials are confirmed, it is expected that the therapeutic spectrum of natural compounds will shortly include help-seeking individuals with a prognosis different from psychosis.

Psychologists have already developed protocols specifically designed for individuals at risk of developing psychosis and, in general, the efficacy of these psychotherapies is supposed to rapidly improve in the next few years. The limits of these approaches are possibly related to the residual affective, cognitive, and social resources of clients, as well as to their motivation to attend and engage in therapy. However, the development of targeted and integrated psychological interventions may potentially contribute to overcoming such limitations, acting on the family and social environment to reduce disabilities and stressors of individuals at risk of developing psychosis.

The use of pharmacological drugs in prevention therapy has often been questioned on the basis of cost/benefit and ethical issues, particularly when antipsychotic therapies were taken into consideration for the treatment. Psychologists have already developed protocols specifically of UHR individuals. In some circumstances, the intensity of prodromal symptoms may possibly justify a pharmacological approach. In our opinion, however, a large use of these prevention therapies is not only limited by their side effect profiles and uncertain efficacy in preventing FEP, but also complicated by the fact that the pharmacological activity of these drugs is mostly directed against the symptomatic features of mental diseases. It is generally puzzling to evaluate whether remission states observed in psychotic individuals are due to the efficacy of the drug therapy or represent a spontaneous evolution of the disease. These clinical and ethical doubts are even more dramatic when patients have not yet received a definitive diagnosis, and subthreshold symptoms should be monitored to properly apply inclusion, exclusion, and exit criteria of prevention programs.

**Conclusion**

The decision to include the “attenuated psychosis symptoms” in the appendix of the DSM-V has possibly provided a chance to better address the complex relationships linking the mental status of help-seeking individuals at risk of developing psychosis with the identification of adequate prevention strategies.
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